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It's National Hemp Month!
A Look Back at Our Leaders

July is booming with reasons to pull out your patriotism and celebrate
the red white and blue! Along with this month including a focus on
America's independence, it's also National Hemp month, which

celebrates the return and strong presence this versatile and useful crop has in
our society thanks to the Hemp Bill of 2018. Its benefits to people, pets, and the 

environment are undeniable and becoming quite a popular candidate so to speak. In recognition
of America's independence and the celebration of National Hemp month, we're taking a quick
patriotic peek at a couple of our past presidents and their early involvement with USA's
sparkling superstar - hemp. 

George Washington
George Washington grew many acres of hemp for industrial purposes
such as rope, canvas, thread, fishing nets, and more. He had 3 time
periods in his life where he had serious interest in hemp cultivation
beginning in the mid to late 1760's initially as a cash crop replacement
for tobacco. Below is an actual diary entry from our founding father
and 1st U.S. president! Proof of a real hemp farmer!
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View sources here: https://allthingsliberty.com/2016/10/truth-george-
washington-hemp/#_edn33 

FUN FACT: Visit Jefferson's plantation - Monticello
Mountain here: https://www.monticello.org/ . Thomas Jefferson
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Founding father, author of the U.S.
Declaration of Independence, and 3rd

president of the U.S, Thomas Jefferson also
grew hemp on his Virginia farm as noted in his
farming diaries from 1774-1824 in addition to

trading hemp seeds. 

FUN FACT: In two Virginia counties in the 1700's, folks
were allowed to pay their taxes in hemp.
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Red, White, RuffRuff

Fun Fact: It's estimated that dogs can hear sounds
at frequencies from 40 Hz - 60,000 Hz, while the
human range is usually 20Hz - 20,000 Hz.

Fun Fact: In 2020, The first randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trial on
the effects of CBD in dogs with osteoarthritis was published. The study

found that CBD oil improved comfort and activity levels in dogs with
osteoarthritis, suggesting potential benefits for pain management.

This fourth of July, keep your pets part of the patriotic parties, but make sure they stay calm
when the fireworks begin to fly. Dogs can experience extreme fear and anxiety when they hear

loud noises such as fireworks and no longer feel certain about their surroundings. Unleash
CBD for a natural way to keep them comfy and stress free for summer.

CBD Pet Tincture CBD Pet Treats

Canine Hearing: Dogs have more delicate and
sensitive ears than humans. The structure of their

ears, including the shape and size, helps capture
and amplify sound waves, making them more

receptive to even subtle sounds.

Being more susceptible to loud noises can
potentially cause distress or anxiety, particularly

during events like fireworks. It's important to
provide a calm and safe environment during such

situations and consider a natural remedy like a
product from Cedar Valley's Pet Collection to

achieve a state of calm and help them feel safe.

Keeping the Whole Kit & Caboodle Calm

500 MG CBD per 30 ML Bottle
Peanut Butter Flavored
THC Free
Dosing Guide Included

163 MG CBD per 25 Treat Jar 
Bacon Flavored
THC Free
Dosing Guide Included

Comfort
Calm
Overall Wellness

CBD does
more than

calm your pet!

CBD does
more than

calm your pet!
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We've got a new product that is sure to come in with a bang this July! Five thousand MG of
CBD combined with THC make up our NEW Full Spectrum CBD Tincture. See below.

Pardon please if the bottle looks bare, we're designing premium labeling for it soon to wear!

As studies prove, when CBD and THC are combined, the results or benefits from a CBD
product are increased. This is called the Entourage Effect. From physical comfort to mental

clarity and laser focus, this NEW product should leave you with nothing to worry about
except getting your hands on one!

Full-Spectrum Tincture Comin' in Hot!

up Something NewNewFiringFiring

5,000 MG CBD
THC (less than .3%)
Tasteless
Easy Use: Place directly in mouth
Maximum Results

Mandate mental clarity
Count on comfortable joints & muscles
Look for laser focus

PRODUCT FEATURES

Premium Labeling in Process!

CBD Full Spectrum Tincture

FULL SPECTRUM = CBD + THC + Terpenes
BROAD SPECTRUM = CBD + Terpenes
ISOLATE = CBD

sparking your memorysparking your memory
Terpenes are
compounds
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A CBD Celebration of Natural Wellness!

BUY THIS... GET THESE FOR
F R E E !F R E E !

CBDCBDCelebrationCelebration

FREE ITEMS!
GET

Pets
Welcome!

This month, we're inviting both humans and pets to the party with our CBD Celebration!
Join us to ignite natural wellness for yourself, and cover your cat or canine with calm. Our

CBD Relief Topical is perfect for any sorenesses that come with summer, which is why
we're extending the savings of 25% off. Due to the fear pets can feel from seasonal

fireworks, we're adding in a FREE jar of our CBD Pet Treats (with purchase of a large
topical)! They're perfect for many summer activities that can be stressful for pets like

camping, traveling for vaca, or even scary summer storms. We're also firing in a FREE
CBD Pre-Roll for you to help start the celebration and spark up your 4th of July with

wellness! (Pre-roll not for pets)

CBD PRE-ROLL

25%
OFF! 

LARGE CBD RELIEF TOPICAL

CBD PET TREATS

What better month to celebrate natural wellness than July? July 4th acknowledges our
country's independence and commemorates the Declaration of Independence, ratified by the
Second Continental Congress that established the United States of America. We take time
to celebrate our many freedoms, one being the production of hemp, after the passing of the
2018 Farm Bill. Our country's independence combined with it being National Hemp Month

makes for a massive celebration!

You're Invited!


